
Contact:
Web: www.computerhilfe-hamburg.org
Google: g.page/Computerhilfe-Hamburg
Facebook: www.facebook.com/computerhilfeHH 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/computerhilfe_hamburg
E-Mail: computerhilfe_hamburg@web.de
Mobil: 0151-40117517

Date:

__________________ . 2021Nico Keller · Thüreystr. 57 · 22455 Hamburg

- We assume no liability for SD cards, possible secondary damages and any overrun.
- The order must become 7 days after communication about the end of our work pays and fetched / sent one.
- In case of a prevention you are obliged to inform us in a contemporary way.
- "Normal" data rescues are concluded as a rule between 2-4 weeks. Difficult ones also are able sometimes
1-6 months last. For example, you have 30 songs á 3.5 MB (105 MB) on a hard disc. The normal copy would
be ready during minutes. However, to the rescue one needs, because the hard disc is damaged, per song
45min = 22.5 hrs - They see this a data rescue is very time-luxurious, so you have please patience!
The respective data carriers are only opened when the spare parts exist. Should which be ordered here from
the USA, Asia or other parts of the world, this is extended by the respective delivery time.
- Data carrier cases are not returned, because these must be opened in some cases by force.
- With your signature you accept our Terms and Conditions and our privacy agreements. You find this on
www.computerhilfe-hamburg.org/agb and www.computerhilfe-hamburg.org/datenschutz
- All prices are given retail prices - No identity card by sales tax, because small enterpriser according to §19
UStG.
- Please, follow for data protection reasons exclusively the principal the data carriers can fetch!

X

            ___________________________________________

Bank details:
Nico Keller
IBAN: DE05 2005 0550 1216 4661 75 
BIC: HASPDEHHXXX
Bankname: Hamburger Sparkasse
Tax number: 45/116/02489

Signature customer

Their data

Name, given name: _________________________________________________________________

Street, house No., post code, place: ____________________________________________________

Phone number, e-mail: _____________________________________________________________

Acceptance document

Manufacturer: ______________________

Model: _________________________

Password encoding: ______________________

Order description: ________________________________________________________________________

Memory from:     □ Laptop/Macbook      □ PC/iMac

  □ Internal hard disc  □ External hard disc  □ SSD     □ USB-Stick/Memory card

□ Data recovery software 65€
 □ Cleanroom laboratory data recovery: ________________________ €

Diagnostic price:  69 €   and/or   approval of costs: __________ €

Tips and conditions:

S/N: ________________________________________
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